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"This is the best kind of science fiction." -Kim Stanley RobinsonWhen her mother dies in a heat
wave that kills twenty million, Zia León abandons a promising diplomatic career to lead
humanitarian aid missions to regions ravaged by drought, wildfires, and sea level rise.What Zia
doesn't know is that clandestine forces are gathering around her in pursuit of a colossal secret:
someone has hijacked the climate, and the future of human civilization is at stake.To avoid a
world war that appears more inevitable every day, Zia must build a coalition of the powerless and
attempt the impossible. But success depends on facing the grief that has come to define her life,
and rediscovering friendship, family, and what it means to be true to yourself while everything
falls apart.
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something beautiful.+PROLOGUE+Sweat stung Miranda León’s eyes. Breath came in shallow
gasps. Mud squelched under her boots. Just after dawn and it was already forty degrees Celsius
with ninety-nine percent humidity. Insects swarmed. The hot spot on her left heel chafed. She
wasn’t as young as she once was. And yet, there was nowhere else she’d rather be.Swiping a
dirty hand across her forehead, she peered up at the receding back of her guide. The bright
yellow soccer jersey hung loose across Gilberto’s narrow shoulders. He was nimbler in his
plastic flip flops than she could hope to be with the best gear modernity could offer.“Not much
farther, Doña León,” he called back over his shoulder. “It’s just over the next ridge.”Doña. She
really was getting old.Snagging the water from her pack, she stopped to take a sip. Jungle
encroached on all sides, ten thousand shades of green bending, branching, reaching ever
farther in an endless quest for light and water and nutrients—the basic ingredients from which
life manufactured itself. How many undiscovered species called a single square kilometer of this
tropical rainforest home? How many miraculous medicines might be derived from the
biochemical exhalations of one of its undocumented leaves? How long did this rotting, teeming,
fecund forest have before succumbing to the slash and burn of progress?Stashing the water
bottle, Miranda pressed on up the steep track. Her clothes were soaked with sweat. Her calves
ached. Her spirit gorged on the lush fractals of gigantic ferns that had been gobbling dappled
sunlight and releasing spores since dinosaurs roamed the Earth. Sixty-six million years after an
asteroid drove them to fiery extinction SaudExxon was consolidating global concessions and
squeezing every last drop of liquified dinosaur from their graves to power the churning,
commodified madness people called civilization. Humans were their own meteorite.Damn. That
was definitely a blister. There was moleskin in her pack but if she sat down to take off her boot
right now, she might not get up again. She’d deal with it when they got back to the village.She
stumbled around a sharp bend and there was Gilberto, grinning at her like the teenager he’d
recently been.“Hijueputa,” she managed between panting breaths. “Is it always this hot?”“Look,”
he said.She did.They had reached the crest of a hill and through a gap in the foliage the Sierra
Nevada de Santa Marta mountains stretched away to the horizon. Birds darted through the
canopy. Mist daubed valleys like sculpted meringue. Unidentifiable animal calls formed a
soundscape as rich and tangled as the ecosystem of this unique Colombian coastal range
rearing up almost six thousand meters from recently submerged Caribbean beaches, little sister
of the Andes and mother of thirty-six rivers.“Hijueputa,” she said again, reverently this
time.Gilberto nodded, still smiling.The epic view called to mind the epigraph of her work in
progress—the description of a fictional astronaut’s view of the Earth from space, gleaned from a



1983 short story by Don DeLillo. Reading that story had reignited Miranda’s childlike curiosity,
taking her back to the first time she’d gazed up at the stars through a telescope as a young girl,
noticing their uniquely nuanced hues amidst the buttery glow of their respective galaxies,
imagining the planets that danced around them and whatever beings might be gazing up into
their own firmaments at the distant star around which Earth spun in all its verdant, multifaceted
glory. At the end of the day, literature was nothing but a reminder that life was too big for
language to contain.Gilberto led onward. She had thought it would be easier going downhill but
the rising temperature counterbalanced whatever respite descent had promised, and Miranda
had to fight back dizziness as she focused on not tripping over rocks or slipping on roots.Her
previous books had cataloged humanity’s self-inflicted wounds. The failing crops and rising
seas. The water wars and megastorms. The stateless refugees and smoldering wildfires. An
endless stream of canny politicians, frustrated scientists, slick lobbyists, outraged activists,
cynical industrialists, and everyone else just trying to do their best in a world that always seemed
to lie just beyond the edge of comprehension.If she didn’t have Santiago, Miranda knew she
would be insufferable. The future belongs to the optimists, he would say. What future? she would
reply. He kept her hopeful despite everything. She kept him grounded despite himself. They
drove each other crazy and from their craziness had sprung one daughter, four-going-on-five
books, and a trillion-dollar company.This book, though… This book would be different.“Da da da
da,” sang Gilberto, spreading his skinny arms wide.Huffing, Miranda stumbled up beside him.
The sight took away whatever breath she still had. These weren’t trees. They were giants,
monarchs, the ancient gods of this single, vast, variegated organism that humans called a forest.
This stand of old growth monsters dwarfed the surrounding trees, forming a local mesa in the
topology of the canopy that was so dense with other plants, animals, and symbionts that it made
Singapore’s famous arcologies appear to be little more than abandoned warehouses in
comparison.Yes, this. This.Miranda reached out and touched the knobby, cream colored bark of
the rubber tree. The trunk shot forty meters up before exploding into a luxurious crown that
permitted only fractional glimpses of the blue sky above. She inhaled deeply and the hot, wet,
pollen-laden air was the greatest gift she’d ever received.This book was her way of paying that
gift forward. She was tired of playing Cassandra, of being the sailor pointing out leak after leak to
a crew that barely pretended to listen. So instead of highlighting the mass delusion that doomed
future generations, maybe she could seduce humanity into sanity via that most slippery and
profound of emotions—wonder. Could she capture natural splendor in narrative and, in doing so,
provide everyone a taste of the overview effect experienced by DeLillo’s astronaut? Could she
craft a story that would burrow into readers’ minds and inoculate them against the manic
consumption that was the endpoint of so many commercial, social, and political vectors? Could
she make them see this tree for what it was, instead of only the latex it produced?This was the
most ambitious project she had ever attempted. It was why she was here in a remote corner of a
Colombian jungle with nothing more than a local guide and an open heart. It was way beyond
what she was capable of. But she could hear Santiago: The only way to find your limits is to



assume you haven’t got any. She had poked him and told him he should hand over Interstice to a
successor and start a self-help seminar. But she had started reading up on that initial intimation
of an idea all the same, and the reading turned into notes, which turned into research, which
turned into an outline, which turned into a proposal, which turned into her, here, now. If Miranda
could accomplish even a vanishingly small percentage of her goal with this book, maybe Zia
could leverage her soon-to-be-announced appointment as the youngest Costa Rican
ambassador in history, recruit her friends from that elite Swiss boarding school, and force some
common sense into the next round of UN climate negotiations.See? Hope. Santiago would be
proud.“Ready?” asked Gilberto. “It’ll take us three hours to get back to the village and we need to
get moving before it really gets hot.”“It isn’t already?” Miranda shook her head. “Okay, just give
me a few minutes.”She explored the grove, savoring the mesmerizing intricacy of tessellated life.
This moment. No, this one. This one. Each was a seed she would plant in prose, in the all-too-
likely-vain hope that they might sprout and produce fruit of their own, pollinated by readers. She
would walk a razor’s edge. People were born. People had a succession of sensory experiences.
People died. All the highs and lows and angst of life was nothing but an extended effort of
wrangling meaning from step two. That’s why art was dangerous. It was beautiful, it felt true. But
the universe didn’t conform to what humans found convenient to feel to be true. The universe
was the universe. In trying to divine its secrets, humans projected themselves onto systems that
transcended them. When DeLillo’s astronaut gazed back at Earth, he saw himself reflected in it.
How to inspire people to look beyond themselves and their petty squabbles, to see the beauty in
the vascular patterns of this leaf, hear the music in the pitter patter of rain, imagine the dazzling
scale of the cosmos and the quantum extending infinitely in more directions than there were
words for?“Doña León?” Gilberto’s tentative voice intruded on her reverie, and she followed it
back to the present as Theseus did his string out of the Minotaur’s lair.“Yes, of course. Let’s
go.”Climbing back up the ridge was a slog. By the time they reached the lookout, even Gilberto
was sweating. Miranda was so taxed she felt like she might not be able to go on. Fantasies of
being trapped in this sweltering forest invaded her thoughts. Insects crawling up her sleeves.
Jaguars stalking in the shadows. A frog the size of a dime with enough neurotoxin to blow even
Timothy Leary’s mind. It was fucking hot—a sauna draped in vines.“When we get back? AC
baby!”Gilberto was trying to cheer her up, and she was tanked enough to need it. He mimed
drinking and Miranda took another deep pull from her water bottle. She was losing water, that
was for sure. The heat and humidity and exercise were wringing her dry.Then, onward.Onward
over hills, across streams, down gullies, and through thickets that Gilberto had to hack apart with
his machete. Her joints ached. Her muscles bathed in acid. The blister grew and burst. Her
vision narrowed and swam. Pain. The pain of creation. Zia would not exist but for the insufferable
pain of Miranda’s thirty-seven hours of labor. Miranda still remembered her astonishment when
the doctor handed her the screaming, bloody infant. Another human. Another life. Santiago’s
hand on her shoulder promised that he felt it too, that their dreams, their desires, their fears, had
suddenly found a center of gravity outside themselves, had transferred into this strange and



wondrous being that was the farthest thing from cute.Miranda belatedly realized that she was
lying facedown in the mud. She pushed herself up and replayed the last few seconds. Her boot
had snagged an exposed root. The world spun when she stood up and she pressed her eyes
shut until it subsided. Gilberto was coming back up the trail, fear painted across his genial face.
She waved him off, looking down at herself.Bloody palms. Wobbly knees. Mud everywhere.
Nothing serious.“I’m fine,” she assured him. “I’m fine.”Onward.Up, down. Up, down. Up,
down.How much farther to the village? Miranda had lost all sense of direction. Trees leered at
her. Spider webs laced her face in sticky strands. A waterfall roared and she looked around for it
wildly before realizing that the sound was the rush of blood in her ears. The heat was a physical
thing, a blanket that wrapped itself around her and squeezed, stronger than the four-meter boa
constrictors that slithered through these woods. The air was thick and viscous. The leaves
whispered to each other and Miranda could almost understand them, as if they were speaking a
language with the same root as her mother tongue. She caught herself giggling and pressed her
hand over her mouth before Gilberto could hear.And then they stumbled out into brutal sunlight
and there was the village with its huts and its bundles of electrical wires and its stray dogs and
its abject poverty and Miranda looked up at the infinite, murderous blue and wondered if any of
her husband’s satellites were overhead right now and then she was the satellite looking down at
herself from above and only then did she realize that Gilberto was the only thing holding her up,
that he’d been half-carrying her for kilometers, that she was wasted and angry and dying and
missed her family more than anything and that she wasn’t the only one, there were people
huddled in whatever shade they could find, there were men screaming at each other but no one
was on the streets under the enormous cascading fusion explosion that dominated the sky, that
nearest and dearest of stars whose thermal embrace was sucking the life out of her and—“I’m
freezing.”She was lying in the corner of an earthen floored room, mercifully dark, shivering
violently.“I’m freezing,” she repeated. “Turn down the AC.”“No AC,” said Gilberto.He mopped her
brow with a wet rag. There was terror in his wide brown eyes.“No electricity, no AC.”Miranda tried
to prop herself up, irate. “But I’m telling you I’m freezing.”Waves tumbling up the beach at her
childhood home in Guanacaste, the one the bulldozers had demolished to build yet another
cookie cutter resort. Santiago ending every argument with a ridiculously detailed plan for
identifying and fixing the precise problem that had sparked the fight. Zia at sixteen, home on
break from school in Switzerland, admitting to her horrified-but-trying-so-hard-to-hide-it mother,
complete with air quotes, that yes, she was “sexually active.” The curiously empty feeling inside
Miranda whenever she completed the rough draft of a new book, a hollowness that was at once
satisfying and tragic. The taste of trigonometry. The smell of pink. The color of jazz. The
coruscating sheen of the amorphous shapes that were right here all the time but separated from
us by the thinnest of membranes, that liminal, invisible something that was everything and
nothing, impermanent and eternal.By the time the medevac team arrived, it was already too late.
+1+The Border Security Force officer exhaled a lungful of smoke at the perfect angle for the wall-
mounted air-conditioner to blow it straight into Zia León’s face. This was the man she was



missing the reunion for. She wanted to cough. She wanted to snatch away the cigar and
extinguish it on his forehead. Instead, she smiled.“TCI informs me that you’re refusing to release
our containers,” said Zia, careful to keep her tone neutral. “Is there some kind of problem?”“Mrs.
Lion,” he deliberately used the wrong title and mispronounced her name, “there’s no need to be
concerned. We aren’t refusing to release anything. This is standard procedure, nothing
more.”“Standard procedure? Bilaspur Junction doesn’t have any borders nearby. This is
heartland.”“When it comes to protecting India, there is no such thing as too thorough,” he said
with an expansive smile.Himmat shifted in the seat beside Zia. “The shipment has a verified
chain of custody and already passed BSF inspection at the Port of Kolkata,” he said. “You have
all the paperwork and authorizations. Give us what we came for.”The officer drummed pudgy
fingers on the pitted Formica desk. “Random inspections can happen at any time. That’s why
they’re called ‘random inspections.’” He took a puff. “I mean, she’s a foreigner”—shrugging
derisively at Zia—“but I would expect you to know how these things work.”Himmat leaned
forward angrily but Zia put a hand out to restrain him. He was a good kid. He could even grow to
become a good leader. No point in him making enemies until he absolutely had to, especially
when he’d have to deal with the repercussions for years to come.“This is the fourth consecutive
year without a monsoon,” she said. “People are starving. Farmers are bankrupt. Topsoil is
blowing away in the wind.” She touched her collarbone. “You may not like me, but India needs
those seeds.”“India doesn’t need you telling us what we do and do not need,” said the
officer.There it was—the thing that drove her mad: that wrapped in a desiccated husk of
ignorance and petty viciousness was a kernel of truth.“This strain was bred by Dr. Chou’s team
at UC Davis,” said Himmat. “Drought resistant. High yield. No fertilizer needed. We do need this.
Badly. If they aren’t planted in time, we’ll miss another harvest.”“Farmers can plant what they’ve
always planted.” Puff. “The monsoon will come when it comes.”“If they do, and it doesn’t, next
year will be even worse,” said Zia.The officer tapped ash off the end of his cigar into a ceramic
tray scarred by a network of thin cracks. “Funny,” he said. “Nobody else seems to be able to
predict the climate anymore, yet you seem so very sure of yourself. Coming all the way out here
to appease your guilt and tell your rich friends back home that you’re saving the world. Well, it’s
time to go back to America. Go home. Go.”“She’s from Costa Rica, you imbecile,” snapped
Himmat.“And you,”—the officer smacked his palm on the desk and the ashtray jumped—
“cozying up to her like some kind of toy poodle, sucking the foreign aid teat. You are a disgrace.
You should go with her, but the way things stand she probably won’t even be able to get you a
visa. If I had my way, I’d rescind hers preemptively.”Zia touched Himmat’s arm to make sure he
didn’t say something he’d regret. A bead of residual sweat trickled down her spine, raising
goosebumps in the air-conditioned chill. Her mother would have been able to make this scene
read as profound. She would have teased out the irony and shown it to be a microcosm of the
human condition, a reflection of the beautiful, fucked-up universe. Zia’s father on the other hand
—he would have noticed opportunities to exploit, sought clues that might suggest higher levels
of abstraction, bigger pictures that only he could see.The officer was leaning back in his chair,



looking back and forth between them—savoring the flex of what little power he had. The chair
itself looked like it might collapse if he wasn’t careful. The walls of the room were bare, dirty
white paint peeling back to reveal asymmetric islands of lime-green undercoat. The AC unit
purred unevenly. The ashtray was the only thing on the desk, and there wasn’t any other furniture
besides the plastic chairs they occupied. It wasn’t so much an office as a room hastily emptied
to act as one.She met the man’s eye. This wasn’t merely an exercise in fishing for a bribe. He
was having far too much fun for something so quotidian. And she couldn’t see why a BSF grunt
would take the initiative to arrange an impromptu holdup in a borrowed room at a freight yard
hours away from wherever he called home. If this little stunt wasn’t on his initiative, then it was on
someone else’s.“Governor Rao would like that, if you pulled my visa,” said Zia quietly.The officer
grinned. “Just when you think all politicians are lying cheats, one comes along who knows what
he’s doing, who isn’t afraid to stir things up.”Zia nodded. “And it seems to be working. All those
rallies. I wouldn’t be surprised if his party won a dozen more seats in the Lok Sabha in the next
election.”“At last, an India for Indians.”Himmat stiffened at the slogan and Zia willed him to keep
his peace.“You’re an enterprising man, officer,” said Zia. This was just like when she’d been
gearing up to represent Costa Rica in Colombo by special ambassadorial appointment of
President Kim. “BSF is certainly thorough, but only through the efforts of high performers like
yourself. And I’d imagine that Governor Rao might be able to put in a good word for a man like
that, encourage the system to promote the deserving.”The man’s face closed. “I wouldn’t know
about that,” he said. “What I do know is that your shipment isn’t going anywhere.”“Ahh,” said Zia.
“The shipment, of course. Given how well-informed someone in your position must be, you know
that the Minister of Agriculture personally approved this project.” The man’s ruddy cheeks paled.
“And the Minister of Agriculture plays polo with the President, at whose pleasure Governor Rao
serves.”“Rao is invulnerable,” the officer snarled. “There’d be riots.”“As you say,” said Zia. “But ask
yourself—are you invulnerable? How far will the good governor go to protect your career, if this
mission later proves politically inconvenient? He was appointed to appease a loud minority. Why
do you think he’s stationed here in Chhattisgarh? Because the governorship is a figurehead
position and the woman with the real power here, the chief minister, hates everything he stands
for.”The cigar smoldered, forgotten, ash flaking onto pressed khaki pant leg.“Now,”—Zia offered
him a small, close-lipped smile—“as I said, you’re an enterprising man, a man with intuition. If I
was in your shoes and possessed a similar gift, I might take this opportunity to suggest that
perhaps the best way to serve Governor Rao would be to release the shipment to us so as to
spare him the unpleasantness of a browbeating from Delhi. You can still tell him you held it up
and that I had to come down here personally to get it released, disrupting our field operations.
Tell him whatever you damn well please. But give us our containers, and sleep soundly tonight
knowing that you saved your career and did your part to prevent a famine.”All trace of good
humor had evaporated from behind his eyes. You could almost hear his thoughts racing around
the cul-de-sac, probing for a hidden exit. Zia didn’t want to have to make good on her threat.
That would mean asking Vachan for a favor. A big one. She was here to offer help, not ask for it.



But if she couldn’t make this suit-stuffer see reason, she’d have no choice.The officer broke eye
contact and ground out his cigar in the ashtray with unnecessary force. Although his shoulders
remained pointedly un-slumped, his presence deflated like a punctured party balloon. Without
looking up, he raised a hand and waved them from the room.+2+“Did you see his face?”
Himmat’s own expressionwas rapturous as he offered Zia a fresh coconut. “It was priceless.” He
shook his head. “I don’t know how you do it, but when there’s so much bullshit to crawl through, it
feels good to see the jerks heaping it on fall into the muck themselves once in a while.”Zia
accepted the coconut. Drank. Tried and failed to appreciate the cool, sweet water in the
sweltering afternoon heat. Outside the station the air was thick with dust and humidity—it felt oily
on the skin, more liquid than gas. Buses, trucks, taxis, bicycles, scooters, and rickshaws roared
by in a haphazard mass migration. The smell of rubber, melting asphalt, and VOCs went to her
head like so much champagne. Was this what her mom had felt like just before the Heat Wave
had claimed her and twenty million other souls?“What’s wrong?” said Himmat, his gaze
sharpening.There was something inside Zia peeling away like the paint on the wall of that sad
little room, but it was too early to see what color lay beneath. And just because Himmat was onto
something didn’t mean she wanted to admit it, even to herself.Zia forced a smile. “Oh, it’s
nothing.”He raised his eyebrows. “Come on,” he said. “We’ve been working together for what, two
years now? You just showed that asshole what’s what and snatched the seeds from his clutches.
Once this cohort finishes training, our volunteers will be able to distribute them just in time for
planting. You should be celebrating, but you look like a doctor just gave you a terminal
diagnosis.”Despite herself, Zia chuckled. She gave Himmat a once over. Thick wavy hair, large
eyes and sharp features that brought an owl to mind, loose linen shirt over jeans and battered
work boots. Smart. Earnest. Hardworking. Penchant for Aperol Spritzes, which he
singlehandedly prepared for every graduating class of their dryland farming training program.
He’d proven himself as her lieutenant here. Which meant he deserved to continue growing, even
if it made her uncomfortable.“Take it further.” She took another swig of coconut water and drew
circles with an index finger.When he opened his eyes wide, it accentuated the owl.“You might be
happy to have overcome this hurdle, but you know it’s just one of many,” he said slowly. “You love
your work, but you’ve been chasing disasters for so many years that they’re starting to blend
together. The satisfaction you take in helping people wilts in light of the fact that you can only
offer stopgap solutions to systemic problems. You’re treating symptoms instead of addressing
root causes, and you have to beg donors for the privilege of doing so. Your energy is flagging.
Your compass is spinning. Am I getting somewhere?”The corner of Zia’s mouth quirked to
accommodate her burgeoning pride and melancholy. “Yeah, you’re getting somewhere,” she
said. “My first field op was typhoon response in Taiwan. Flash floods took out all the bridges in
Hualien and debris flows wiped out entire neighborhoods in seconds. Afterward there was this
huge international response as footage went viral. We had more donations than we knew what
to do with. We started with direct relief—just getting people fed and sheltered. But once we had
things more or less sorted and were trying to get started on long-term recovery, the mayor’s



office kept dawdling. We’d get a permit for our reconstruction plan but without a start date,
approval for one site but not another, requests for additional impact reporting when the proposal
was already thoroughly vetted. I spent months in extended dinner meetings trying to figure out
what the problem was, why they wouldn’t let us get to work. But I couldn’t get a straight
explanation, only promises that weren’t really lies but never quite came true either. Drove me
batshit. Finally, a politically connected friend from Taipei came for a visit and tagged along to one
of the banquets. Afterward he took me aside and patiently explained that there was a consortium
planning to build a new casino in town, an initiative the mayor’s office secretly backed because
of the jobs and tax revenues it would bring, and that the project was contingent on buying up the
destroyed homes for redevelopment before people could rebuild them.” She could still remember
Li Jie’s pained expression as he dangled his feet over the seawall, face illuminated by the
glowing ember of his cigarette and tongue loosened by their host’s liberally dispensed baijiu.
“They wouldn’t let us rebuild because they didn’t want to rebuild. They wanted to put a casino
there instead.”Zia drained the last of the water and handed the coconut back to the vendor.“He
gleaned all that from one dinner?” asked Himmat.The vendor raised his machete and split the
coconut with a thwack. Then with a practiced twist, he carved out the thick white meat and
presented it to her piled up in one of the hemispherical halves. She chewed on a fatty piece.
Swallowed.“I was a hamster that didn’t realize it was on a wheel,” she said. She turned to the
side and spat into the dust, which flashed ever so briefly scarlet before the parched earth sucked
up her saliva in front of their eyes—molten lava hardening into basalt. “All that wasted effort. All
those missed opportunities to actually do something that mattered, to serve the people I sought
to serve.”Zia squeezed Himmat’s shoulder. “Listen to what people mean instead of what they
say. Pursue subtext. Don’t just speculate on motive, ask what context shapes the motives on
offer. Reframe that context. You’ve got a knack for it. Now you need to develop it into a
superpower. In this job, it’s everything.”Even in the chaos of the street, the moment held like an
expanding soap bubble—until a chirp from her phone popped it.A text. Not the group chat, but a
direct message from Selai. The profile picture next to the notification set off a cascade of
memories. Bleached reefs. Quantum theory. Singing along to Disney songs. Impossibly elegant
proofs submitted in response to rudimentary math assignments. A dizzying ascent to internet
stardom. Don’t you dare bail, Zia read. No excuses of any kind, especially of the long-suffering
savior variety. There’s a new project I want to tell you about.The reunion. Zia checked the time.
This debacle had resolved itself faster than expected. She could still make the flight to Zürich if
she went straight to the airport.She shouldn’t. She should. Fuck it, what did “should” mean
anyway?Zia looked up at Himmat, who was peering at her quizzically.“You’re in charge,” she
said. “Effective immediately. I’ll be back in a few days.”His eyes widened.“And you’re right,” she
continued, raising a hand to hail a cab. “I don’t know what I need right now, but maybe a change
of pace will help.”+3+Zia tucked away her dog-eared copy of The Princess Bride, muscled her
carry-on out of the overhead bin, and triaged her inbox as she walked up the gangway into
Zürich International Airport. There was a message from Jason right at the top. The subject read,



“You’re gonna hate this, but” with a shrug emoji appended to soften the blow.Zia opened the
email.Z, sorry to bug you during PTO (which you should take more of), but we’ve got a new
major donor prospect who wants to press flesh. Apparently he’s also flying into ZRH this
afternoon. Assuming your flight arrives on time, can you swing by to meet him at the Blue Bottle
in the international terminal before you head off to the mountains?Says you’ll recognize him.
Asked me not to mention his name, wanted it to be a surprise. Weird, I know, but whales are
always odd ducks if you can forgive a mixed metaphor.Thank you, thank you, thank you, thank
you, thank you. You know I wouldn’t ask if we didn’t really need it. Wish I had stayed in the field
like you. Fundraising = gargling sweaty balls with strep throat.Please don’t murder me in my
sleep, JP.S. Yes, I will make you my special tacos al pastor next time you visit. Promise.Damn.Zia
belatedly realized that she had stopped right in the middle of the bustling terminal—a boulder in
the stream of other travelers. A beleaguered mother pushed a stroller with twin toddlers. A lithe
woman with amber eyes looked away as soon as Zia met her gaze. A squadron of Japanese
bankers argued as they hurried to their gate, the lack of overt labeling on their secret brand suits
signaling just how extravagantly expensive they must be. All of them buoyed along by a ghostly
Brian Eno ambient album that was glass and steel and time melted down and transmuted into
music.Zia wanted to see her friends, wanted to hear whatever it was Selai wanted to tell her. Zia
did not want to schmooze with yet another billionaire looking to assuage a guilty conscience or
launder a dirty reputation. How had Himmat put it? You’re treating symptoms instead of
addressing root causes, and you have to beg donors for the privilege of doing so. He really was
learning fast. Maybe too fast.She sighed, scanning the terminal for a map. No need. There was
the Blue Bottle sign, just around the bend toward baggage claim and across from a full-wall ultra-
high-definition photographic print that must be one of Selai’s—a red gummy bear perched on a
craggy peak overlooking an Arctic fjord with water so absurdly turquoise it might leak out of the
frame.Zia set out toward the coffeeshop, then faltered again as an even more disturbing thought
struck. Says you’ll recognize him. Asked me not to mention his name, wanted it to be a surprise.
Could her dad be nursing a macchiato, waiting for her to waltz in? Her stomach twisted. It would
be just like Santiago, wouldn’t it? Manufacturing an excuse to show up one day after years of
silence. Buying his way back into her life despite his tacit disapproval of her choices. How
appropriate that he would appear right here right now, just as she was en route to a reunion at
the boarding school he’d shipped her off to a lifetime ago.No. This wasn’t a conversation she
wanted to have right now.Or ever.The worst part was that she knew she was being unfair. That
the silence had been mutual. That both of them had helped erect the wall that had grown
between them. But what gave him the right to tear that wall down just because he felt like it?The
café drew Zia like a magnet, her body falling toward it through the crowd, against her will. One
foot in front of the other across the agglomerated marble floor, carry-on humming along behind.
The sleek espresso machine shrieked as she crossed the threshold into an airy space that was
all blonde wood and polished concrete—every detail designed with self-conscious
obsession.There he was. Corner table. Complete with the prophesied macchiato and apologetic



lopsided grin.Not her father.Maybe worse.Tommy.+4+“First off, I want to say I’m sorry,” said
Tommy, his blue eyes clear as cut glass. “I didn’t want to ambush you like this, but I was worried
that you might not come if you knew it was me.”Instead of responding, Zia sipped her pour-over
—black—and remembered their first date. With butterflies in her stomach, she’d squeezed out of
the window and climbed down the rough stone wall into the orchard, where Tommy had been
waiting with a fresh Guaria Morada orchid. He’d led Zia by the hand through the shadows, along
the lake, and into the forest.She’d seen the glow long before she could figure out the source.
They’d pushed through a patch of brambles and emerged into a clearing with a French bistro
table and two chairs standing in the middle. Lights were strung through the branches of the
surrounding trees, as if stars had fallen from the sky just to illuminate their meal. White truffle
salad. Beef carpaccio. Fresh sourdough smothered in cultured butter. An assortment of raw milk
cheeses and homemade jams. Beluga caviar. A twenty-sixteen Loire Valley pét-nat. Ridiculously
over the top for a pair of fifteen-year-olds, but ridiculously over the top was precisely the
impression Tommy had hoped to make. Corporoyals were like that, and Zia had appreciated the
gesture more than she’d like to admit. Everyone wanted to feel special sometimes. What got you
in trouble was believing you were better than everyone else.Tommy cleared his throat. “Jason
sent over the draft annual report. You’re doing incredible work in Chhattisgarh. Nine thousand
farmers trained. Twenty-five hundred rescued from the brink of bankruptcy. Open source gene
license on Dr. Chou’s new miracle seed. Looks like what the Green Revolution was supposed to
be. And before that: Ghana, Sri Lanka, Fiji, Bolivia, Taiwan, Guatemala, and the Maldives.”
Memories flashed through Zia’s mind—vestiges of doing what little she could to help hollow-
eyed survivors in her friends’ respective homelands. “More rigorous program data and better
impact metrics than any comparable NGO. You’ve been all over the map tackling every kind of
disaster.” He golf clapped. “Kudos, seriously. We need more people like you.”Zia tilted her head
back and gazed straight up into the tastefully recessed light. That’s what everyone was doing all
the time: shining forth from a certain remove—dimmable, perhaps, capable of coloration,
refraction even, but never dark, never off, until the reaper threw the final switch. She looked back
at Tommy. Blinked. Watched his face fade in through the negative after-image the light had
impressed on her retinas.“So, SaudExxon is looking to buff up its rep, or is it you personally?”
she asked.“Changes are brewing,” he said. “And it’s past time we got out ahead of something.
Being a laggard gets old.”“Being a laggard makes sense when you have everything to lose.”He
raised his diminutive cup. “My glass is half-full,” he said. “How about yours?”Zia stared at her
coffee, wishing she could read the shimmer of light on its dark surface like a psychic could tea
leaves. Galang was going to flip out when she told him about this.“For your sake, I hope your
reservoirs are too,” she said.“Ahh,” said Tommy, pushing back a floppy lock of blond hair. “Now
we get to it. Oil money too dirty for you? You do the Lord’s work, no ill-gotten alms accepted?
That’s how this goes, right?”“Tommy,” Zia kept her voice as gentle as she could. “Why are you
here, really?” She leaned forward. “And don’t try to sell me the same bollocks you did Jason.”He
opened his mouth. Closed it. Shut his eyes for a moment during which Zia suddenly noticed the



crow’s feet that had formed at their corners, the streaks of silver in the blond. The old Tommy
hadn’t known how to rein himself in, hadn’t wanted to know.When he spoke his voice was rough.
“Look, I just—” He stopped, started again. “This reunion. I know it’s silly, but I’ve been thinking
about it a lot. I’ve been thinking about us a lot. And that’s even sillier—laughable, even. But I—
As the date got closer, I just couldn’t get it out of my head. I was such a total ass back then. To
you. To everyone. And I just couldn’t bear the thought of sipping cocktails and pretending to be
interested in all the bullshit catch-up. And I know we would never have a chance to really talk,
that you wouldn’t want to anyway. So I just figured—”“That you’d lie to my boss to trick me into
meeting you here?”“It wasn’t a lie,” he said. “Honestly, I’d love to support your work. And I have
the resources to do so in a big way. I wasn’t kidding about being impressed. But I would never do
it without your blessing. This conversation isn’t for me to vet you. It’s the reverse.”Zia thought of
Himmat, what it would mean to him if they could increase their headcount. They could expand
the test program in West Bengal, lower the threshold for loan forgiveness. Jason would be able
to make his fundraising quota, at least until the whole dance started again next year. Zia would…
Zia would be able to keep doing what she’d been doing—pretending to scratch an itch when she
was really picking a scab.“You want to know the real reason I’m here,” said Tommy. “Well, I don’t
know if I realized it until right now, but the reason I’m here is to apologize.” He stood, knocked on
the tabletop. “My offer stands. Good to see you, León. Really. Have fun tonight.”“You too,” said
Zia. “And… I’ll consider it.”There was that grin again.“All a man can ask,” he said, and was gone.
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templetongate, “Taut, suspenseful SF thriller. This is the fifth of Eliot Peper's books I've read.
They have all been near future SF thrillers, with relevant themes, and remarkable characters. Veil
is about climate science, and the governmental and societal restrictions on getting to the bottom
of the problem and affecting change. What happens when an individual corporation tries their
own solution, which may or may not be exacerbating conditions in parts of the world while
relieving other areas of the harsh conditions? A relevant quote: "There's no such thing as a
natural disaster. There are only human disasters revealed by nature." Highly recommended.”

Peter J. Neame, “The complex issues of the the climate and our effect on it in novel form. I've
enjoyed all of the authors books, but I think that this is the most relevant to the world we are in. It
starts fast and then slows, introducing some rather flawed characters who didn't engage me
much. Then, it really gets going, addressing climate change, the politics of climate change,
remediation and why that could be good or bad, together with some thriller-style action. It quickly
became a "can't put it down" story with a wonderful solution that sounds as if it could almost
work.The flawed characters became engaging, flaws and all, and I thoroughly enjoyed the plot
and the questions that it highlighted. Two wonderful new words - one, a company, Saudexon and
the other a description of the members of said company - corporoyals. Clever stuff!Well worth
reading.”

Dillon K., “A perfect summer thriller. "The first thing Zia did was keep her eyes shut. The second
thing she did was keep her body still. The third thing was throttle her brain into overdrive."So
begins a chapter of Eliot Peper's new eco-tech thriller, "Veil." The novel is fast-paced, the female
protagonist is dynamic, and the world is fully realized.Is it just these pandemic times where the
genre of sci fi just feels like regular fiction? Or is it the fact that this novel tackles complex issues
related to climate change in a highly globalized world? You won't put this book down until you
finish it--it's the perfect summer read.”

Shokai Sinclair, “A tight-knit circle of friends tackling an Earth-saving mission gives Veil a
touching Sense8 vibe.. Geo-engineering is one of the scariest potential "solutions" currently on
the board to counteract climate change. And, given the current corporate and political
landscape, it's easy to picture the tech saviors and energy oligarchs who are radically reshaping
the setting of Veil's near-future Earth. To me, Eliot Peper's novels always feel more like
predictions than sci-fi. Like we're only a few more mergers, media cycles, or tweets away from
being forced to reckon with the realities they conjure. I feel that especially with Veil, which brings
up not only the terrifying geopolitical ramifications of an engineered Earth, but also the sense of
grief that the "un-engineered" Earth may be already gone. I love that there's no lone hero in this
story. We need more stories like Veil, where finding common ground (as well as forgiveness) is
part of the hero's journey. The world is changing too rapidly for us try to go it alone.”



Josh Anon, “Great thriller with a relevant theme considering role of individual action in a society.
Peper continues his near-future sci-fi thriller style with this fascinating look at geo engineering.
More importantly, he uses geo engineering as a backdrop to look at the role an individual plays
in society vs government when a government is slow to act, which is especially relevant as we
see individuals emerging in society with more wealth and desire to act than some governments.
Don't get me wrong--the book is not a philosophical treatise. It's fast paced and a lot of fun to
read!  It's also far deeper and more interesting than your typical read.  I highly recommend it!”

A. Perper, “Solid read with a resonating message. This is the second book of Eliot's that I've
read and enjoyed it. His character development for Zia, Galant, and Santiago was top notch and
deep. I came to anticipate some of their decisions and actions the more I got to know them.
Some of the other characters lacked this depth, but the story flowed nonetheless. I liked the
optimistic view on fixing our troubled world and the climate crisis we are in. I wish I could feel that
positive.Recommend the book for almost any reader looking for a novel with depth, based in
reality, and discovering our open strengths.”

Ariel Beery, “Excellent book, wish it didn't leave our fate in the hands of elites. There are a few
challenges humanity will have to face in the coming decades greater than climate collapse, and
this book provided a fresh and thoughtful view of what could be done in order to try to alleviate
that concern. My one critique of the book is its reliance on elites to subvert democratic
institutions in order to address this challenge. While I do believe that elite subversion of
democratic principles and of the very power of the nation state is a real and present reality, I very
much would have liked to seen a mechanism by which ordinary people could contribute their
efforts in order to reduce the threat facing us all.”

maltafrog, “Thrilling, compelling and important. Once again, Eliot Peper has surpassed himself. I
have been a huge fan of Peper since the publication of the uncommon series and Veil is
probably his best work yet. This time he is tackling the biggest current threat to humanity,
Climate change, and does it in his unique and gripping style, blending vivid, rich, complex
characters together with a thrilling plot. Masterful, and maybe, just maybe, a call to action for us
all to start seriously doing something about the impending catastrophe of climate change.”

The book by Eliot Peper has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 130 people have provided feedback.
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